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To all whom it may concern: I 
Be it known that I, ISAAC S. VAN WINKLE, 

. of San Francisco city and county, State of 
California, have invented a Machine for Punch 
ing and Cutting Metals; and I do hereby de 
clare the following description and accompa 
nying drawings are suf?cient to enable any 
.person skilled in the art or science to which it 
most nearly appertains to make and use my 
said invention without further invention or 
experiment. 
This invention relates to an improvement 

in machines for punching and cutting metal; 
and it consists, ?rst, in a swinging head-piece, 

_ having a punch and knives, ‘arranged to be 
operated alternately by a peculiar cam move 
ment, as hereinafter described and claimed; 
second, in a weighted handle, in combination 
with said cam movement, whereby/the ma 
chine'can be operated by a single operator, 
substantially as set forth and claimed. 
The swinging head or'cross piece A, which“ 

is operated by the cam movement, is pivoted 
upon a support, I), and carries a punch, c, and 
cutting-knife d. one at each end, and also an 
intermediate cutting-blade, h, somewhat dif 
ferent in character from the former. 
The arrangement of punch and cutters in 

.v-this machine necessitates a somewhat peculiar 
conformation of support or frame-work, that 
shown in the present instance being exceed 
ingly simple and convenient, to wit: The part 
b a?'ords bearing for the shaft 6 of the cam 
movement, and for, the swinging head A, and 
also serves as a guide for the same. i The ex 

. tension or block f of part b has a bed-die for 
the punch c, and upon the part 9 the lower 
knives or jaws d’ h’ of the cutter, of which the 
‘end cutter d d’ is designed for cutting sheet 
metal, and the cutter h h’ for cutting rods and 
bars. ‘ 

The swinging head-piece A is preferably re 
cessed for the. reception of the several operatv 
ive parts of the cam movement, which con-v 
sists of an involute or vheart shaped cam, t‘, 
secured upon shaft e, and provided with cogs, 
which gear with corresponding teeth upon two 
segmental cam-gears, J K, pivoted to the 
swinging head-piece. The cogs arranged upon 
each of these cam-shaped surfaces are in width 
equal to about one-half the width of said sur 

faces, and of such depth that all pressure will 
come entirely upon the smooth bearing-sur 
faces I m m of the several cams, and the gear 
ing serve for‘ traveling purposes only. 
The cam-segments J K are arranged to gear 

with the heart-shaped cam-gear i, so as to 
travel in opposite directions during the move 
ment of said cam, whereby the punch and cut- ‘ 
ters may be alternately operated at pleasure. 

, The shaft 6 has a square or suitably shaped 
end for engaging with an independent weight 
ed handle, 19. This handle should have con 
siderable weight for the following important 
purposes: It being desired to operate the 
punch by a single operator, and in cases 
where considerable force is required, the han 
dle is ?tted on shaft 6 in an elevated position, 
and, by reason of its weight, is easily de 
pressed, and the punch brought down upon 
the metal. If it is now desired to raise the 
punch and close the cutting-jaw, the handlev 
is'taken off and again ?tted onto the shaft in ‘ 
a reverse position, corresponding to the one 
assumed in order to depress the punch. 

It will be observed that in the operation of 
this machine the line of pressure in the cam 
movement is in a right line between the axial 
bearings of the segmental cam, by reason of 
which theshaft 0 may be made of‘ minimum‘ 
size, if desired; also, the pressure‘ being upon 
plain bearing-surfaces, the cogs are not liable 
to be broken. , I ' - 

The apparatus may be used‘ for any metal 
work, including the punching, forming, and 
pressing boxes, cans, and embossing. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters, Pat 
ent, is—— 

l. The swinging head-piece A, carrying a I 
punch, C, and cutters d‘ h, constructed as de 
scribed, and operated by the cam-gear i J K, 
substantially as shown, and for the purpose 
set forth. ' 

2. The weighted handle 1), in combination 
with the shaft 2, cam-gears i J i K, and swing 
ing head-piece, substantially as speci?ed. 
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